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  GOING SOLO.
   New Recessed Basin Collection from Victoria + Albert brings fresh options for bath design.

 (Ladson, SC – August 25, 2017)  Victoria + Albert is pleased to unveil a new collection of recessed basins that provides 

even more opportunities to create a beautifully luxurious bathroom environment. Offered in response to rising customer 

demand, the new basins allow homeowners and designers to create custom vanities to coordinate effortlessly with the rest 

of the bathroom. The sinks may be paired for a 'his and hers' effect or used individually for an elegant focal point.

 Headlining this newest collection are the Lario 100 Solo and Mandello 114 Solo basins. Both sinks had been previously 

available only as part of Victoria + Albert’s vanity furniture collection (thus their new 'solo' designations). Created by 

renowned design studio Meneghello Paolelli Associati, they bring a sophisticated glamour to any bathroom décor.

 A traditional basin with graceful lines, the Lario 100 Solo is influenced by Victorian design with a subtle rim detail 

that is quite beautiful. It is generously proportioned at 39-3/8” long by 

18-7/8” wide by 5-¾” high. Rounding out the collection is the exquisitely 

contoured Mandello 114 Solo with its singular shape meant to evoke a 

water drop as it touches the surface of the water. Measuring just slightly 

larger, the Mandello is sized at 45-1/8” long by 22-¾” wide by 7-¼” high. 

 Both the Lario and Mandello feature full width tap ledges – perfect for 

keeping essential soaps and lotions close at hand. Both basins may be 

countertop mounted or semi-recessed, and deck-mounted with brass-

ware for easy cleaning. Like all Victoria + Albert products, both basins 

are crafted from ENGLISHCAST®, their signature composite of Volcanic 

Limestone™ and resin that is extremely durable with a high gloss finish. 
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 Victoria + Albert continues to be an innovative leader in the modern bath industry, making it easy to create 

smartly cohesive bathroom environments with fresh design lines. For more information about their new 

Recessed Basin Collection and the Lario 100 Solo and Mandello 114 Solo, visit vandabaths.com.

About Victoria + Albert

 Victoria + Albert is a global brand with a worldwide reputation for creating beautiful baths. The ultimate statement 

in quality and sophisticated style, their award-winning collections are packed with inspirational designs made from 

100% ENGLISHCAST®, a unique blend of Volcanic Limestone™ and high performance resins. Naturally white, 

each tub is individually hand-finished by craftsmen and tested by IAPMO to UPC and cUPC standards with a 25 

Year limited consumer warranty. 

 Recipients of the prestigious RED DOT Award for their Amiata tub along with a Chicago Athenaeum GOOD 

DESIGN Award for their Pescadero, Napoli and ionian tubs, Victoria + Albert raises the bar on exceptional product 

design. Adored by consumers across the globe, and featured in distinguished five-star hospitality projects, Victoria 

+ Albert sets the trend in bathing. The company is an avid supporter of the architec tural and design community and 

sponsor of continuing education courses throughout North America.

 For more information about Victoria + Albert’s products, visit vandabaths.com or call 1-800-421-7189.
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